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The mixing of B” and B” is one of the most important topics in B physics 

because the mixing occurs through second order weak box diagrams involving 

1 to d and t to a quark transitions. The mixing parameters are thus sensitive 

to the CKM matrix elements V,d and V,, which are presently difficult to access 

experimentally in other ways. 

Mixing in the By system has been observed in the ARGUS, CLEO and UAl 

detectors. They measured the mixing integrated over time 

Xd = mizedm+i~kdmised = (:I&’ 

and obtained a value of zd - 0.7 where z:d is defined as A/r in the Bj system. 

Since Vt, is expected to be larger than Vtd, we expect the mixing to be substan- 

tially larger in the Bf system. In this case, x, - 1 and a time integrated mixing 

measurement is not very sensitive to 2,. It is thus imperative to measure the 

time dependence of Bt mixing which is proportional to cos(r,i) and is thus sen- 

sitive to z, in the expected range of values. At this time there is a preliminary 

measurement from ALEPH of the time dependence of Bj mixing, but there are 

no measuremenls of the time dependence ai Bf mixing. Such a measurement is 

one of the aims of an extended SLD program. 
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To observe BG - 3 mixing one has to establish the BjO character of the 

meson both at production and at the decoy poinl. The usual technique used so 

far has been to look for a high P, lepton to tag both of the B mesons produced 

in each event. In this method the lepton efficiency, which is 01 the order of 5%, 

comes in squared, and a prohibitively large sample of Bf would be required for 

a precision measurement. 

The availability of highly polarized electrons from SLC allows SLD to ore a 

much more efficient method in which the large forward-backward asymmetry for 

e+e- - 6 + $, which can be written as 

ag _ (B”forward) - (~forward) 

APB - (BOforward) + (~forward) ’ 
(2) 

ir used to tag the B/i? character of each Bt at production in a statistical way. For 

incident electrons with 70% polarization the polarizalion improved asymmetry is 

;ib” .G.* = 50%, (3) 

Thus the forward going meson has a 75% probability of being a 8’ rather 

than a 2, (if the detector had full angular acceptance). 

There are several methods to tug the B ut the decay point. In the detailed 

study cerried out for this paper we have used a high I’, lepton tag. The high 

P, lepton (electron or muon) selects the bz events from a background of lighter 

quarks, and the sign of the lepton establishes the BD/2 character at decay. 

The B branching ratio into leptons times the lepton detection efficiency times 

the probability of passing the Pt > ICeI cut gives a net lepton tag efficiency 

of around 6% (this efficiency includes the angular acceptance of the upgraded 

vertex detector planned for SLD). 

The B” decay point can be reconstructed by intersecting the high P, lepton 

with the B jet uis. An improvement in the LI’ decay length precision can be 

obtained by reconstructing the D produced in the B decay by finding the D 

decay vertex with at least two outgoing charged trucks. The high quality vertex 

detection capability of SLD is crucid for this purpose. Our simulations indicate 

that the efficiency of reconstructing a reliable B decay length with the upgraded 

vertex detector is about 50%. The resolution in the B decay length is about 

,l.?tl,~n, with substantial tails. 

To calculate the proper B” decay time from the measured decay length we 

need to know the B’ momentum. Since we are using B’s tagged by a high P, e 

or p, there is some momentum carried oR by invisible “‘a. We thus estimate the 

B” momentum by using energy conservation in the overall e+e- - B + 3 + 2: 

process, the thrust axis, and a correction in each hemisphere far the charged and 

neutral eneryg tracks coming from the primary vertex. The resolution obtained 

for the B” momentumis around lo%, but with substantial non-Gaussian txils. 

To estimate the total number of B decays we use the measured branching 

ratio 

2 - b6 
z - hndrons 

= 22% 

Thus in a sample of IO6 hadronic Z decays we expect 220,000 bb pairs or 440,000 

b or $ (with our method of using the AFB to tag B’s, each b or x provides a 

separate independent measurement). We make the urually accepted assumption 

that b& pairs produce baryons, B*, Bj, and By with relative frequencies of 9%, 

3E%, X3%, and 15%, respectively. We then use the event selection efficiencies 

discussed above to arrive at the expected data sample of B decays, as shown in 

Table VIII. 
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Table VIII 

Numbers of Tagged B decays in a 10” Z sample. 

Fr act. No. Produced Lepton Tagged LX&me Measun 

VXD2 VXD3 VXD2 VXD3 

B baryons 9% 40,000 2,000 2,400 500 1,200 

B* 38% 167,000 8,400 10,000 2,150 5,000 

4 38% 167,000 8,400 10,000 2,150 5,000 

BY 15% 66,000 3,300 4,000 900 2,000 

T0b.k 100% 440,000 22,000 26,400 5,700 13,200 

The method of analysis using this data sample is to plot the forward backward 

asymmetry using the Be/s character of the B’s at decay time versus the proper 

decay time. This APB will oscillate with a cos(r,t) dependence (far example at 

the decay time when all B” have oscillated to 3, the measured AFB will have 

the opposite sign from the AFB at production). We can thus measure z1 by 

fitting the frequency of oscillation of AFB. 

In the.present simulation we did not attempt to separate the B, from the 

other b hadrons shown in Table VIII but h ave fitted A.~B versus proper time ior 

the combined sample. This works because AFB will not oscillate for the baryons 

or the charged B’, and Bf is expected to oscillate at a much higher irequency 

than Bj. 

A detailed Monte Carlo simulation of this data sample, using zd = 0.7 and 

taking z, = 7.0, is shown in Figure 1. The higher frequency 8: oscillation is 

clearly apparent over the lower lrequency L3: oscillation and the constant B* 

and baryon background. The 2’ fit versus zs is shown for this sample in Figure 

2, with a clear minimum near z, = 7. We have simulated 1000 experiments with 

10’ Z’s each, and plot the E, obtained in each experiment (i.e. the 2, with the 

minimum 2) in Figure 3. We see that we can expect a measurement of o, with 

a precision of better than 10% with such a data sample. 
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Figure 3. Bert fit for Z, in a sim”,a,ion al lODO experimcntr with 106 Z’s rach, 

A more efficient way to utilize the data is to do a maximum likelihood anal- 

ysis. The probability of each event is evaluated, with its particular value of B” 

direction (co&), proper lifetime with its error, , electron beam polarization, and 

sign of charge of the high pt lepton. The best value of I, is the one ior which 

the likelihood of getting the entire event sample is a maimurn. The significance 

of the result is taken to be the number of standard deviations by which the BP 

fraction ior the fit with the best value of 2, differs from no By at all. The results 

of such an analysis is shown in Figure 4 with different values oi z, as input to 

the Monte Carlo. 

As z, gets larger, it becomes more difficult to resolve the higher frequency 06. 

cillations with our resolution in the proper decay time. The estimated significance 

of resolving the Bf oscillations as a function oi z, are shown in Figure 4. \Ve see 

irom this figure that SLD should be able to make a significant measurement up 

to for an interesting range of z, - 15. 
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Figure 4. The significance of rerolving the Bp ordlstianr for difkcnt YSlUIlj of 

..,Wilh Lh. propod improved WlkX ddcctor. 

The importance 01 B” - 3 mixing, comes from the sensitivity to certain 

CKM matrix elements which are difficult to access by other measurements at 

this time. The mixing is believed to proceed via second order weak box diagrams 

as show in Figure 5. 
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The nixing parnrneter z for Bj and 0; mixing ca” be written as 

A,m G 
-L+ = (,)d,, = ~11/,,li,d,l12m:mOrn~f~F~1, (5) 

where Am is the Di -Dz mass difference (in analogy with the neutral K system), 

B is the so called Bag Model Constant, fe is the weak decay constant, and F* and 

7 are QCD correction factors, and the other symbols have their usual meanings. 

We believe that a precise measurement of the ratio of the 8. to Bd mix- 

ing parameters has a good probability of fully determining the CKM unitarity 

triangle. The unitsrity triangle can be written as 

8: mixing is sensitive to V,d (see Equation 5). However, the precision in this 

measurement oi V,d is limited to about 40% b ecause of the uncertainty in the 

theoretical knowledge of the Bfi Iactors in Equation 5 relating Vtd to X,. The 

lack of knowledge of the top mass, which comes in squared in Equation 5, makes 

things even worse. Thus even a very precise measurement of Bi mixing will not 

define the unitarity triangle very well. 

To see how to use the measurement of By mixing to learn about the unitarity 

triangle*, we rewrite the triangle by dividing all three sides by Vca (which can be 

l We thank J.D. Bjarhn for an interesting discussion on this point 

taken to be real by convention). In addition, we make use al the observation that 

Vc’.a = V,, to an accuracy of better than a few percent to write V,d/V.a = V,d/V,s. 

The triangle thus becomes 

The lower side, the sine of the Cabibbo angle, is very well known. We expect 

that % will be known to an accuracy of - 15% or better from measurements 01 

ratios of B decays to u and e quarks at CLEO. 

The ratio 2 can be obtained from the ratio of Bj to By mixing parameters. 

F’com Equation 5 we see that 

where R is the ratio of the other factors 

,q = (~)(“)(a, 
8, ‘8s 8,/i, (7) 

While the individual quantities Ed,,, f.,, are not very well known, their ratio can 

be estimated to an accuracy al about 10%. We should thus be able to measure 

the 2 ratio with an accuracy of 10%. Since a knowledge of the length of the 

three sides of a triangle fully determine the triangle, such a measurement would 
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dramatically imprave our knowledge ol the unitarity triangle. us illustrated in 

Figure 6. A nonvanishing arca of this triang!e leads to CP violating eilects. Thus 

a determination 01 the triangle will give a mmsuru of the size of CP violations in .- ----__-__ 
I, 

Fi%“IC 6. Dctcrminalio” ol the CKM makx “nilali,y Lxilngk WCLh a 10% measulrmrnt oc ratio 
or the 8. to B, miring prrrmclerr. 
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